1978 gmc van

Make GMC. We have a rare buy here! No one made it better than GMC in the 70's and the fact
that its still standing strong and in great condition here in further proves that point. This
amazing GMC has:. Big back bathroom. Tons of open room. This will not last long so get here
quick and submit for financing! This amazing GMC has 4 bunk beds so traveling with the family
is super comfortable, full kitchen, Big back bathroom, Tons of open room, and the power of a
olds engine. Carpet flooring. Has been used little, except for regularly running the vehicle and
local driving to keep it in good condition. Interior needs refreshing, but is usable now. Clear
Title. I drove it across the U. Selling it because I bought a house and have nowhere to keep it.
Model Classic. Burgundy and tan interior and exterior, no body or interior damage. For
additional details email. Model Kingsley. Thanks for your interest in our GMC Motorhome. You
will have to forgive me as I do not have a lot of knowledge with motorhomes but I will try to help
you as much as I can with the history and specifics you ask for regarding this one. The owner of
our company, Mario Coletta, purchased this motorhome between and , he purchased it from
Bob Tasca Sr. Mario purchased the motorhome with somewhere around miles on it at the time
and it now has miles. Both the exterior and interior of the motorhome has been completely
revamped with the interior being taken down right to the studs and remolded with a modern
look and the exterior has had a complete refinishing with the same colors and a similar look as
when original. The engine of the motorhome was fully rebuilt in by Iden Corp GMC out of
Woodbridge, VA, along with adding fuel injection, new exhaust and the installation of a disc
brake system on the center axles changing them from drums. Also the air bag system was
replaced. All systems in the motorhome are in working order, motorhome has always been
garaged and kept clean inside and out. Please let me know what else you may need from us
regarding this GMC Motorhome and thanks for your interest. Model Birchaven. Model Was
running but put in RV lot for storage last 10 years. Located in Memphis Tn. Model Palm Beach.
This is a great example of a perfect fixer upper. All the goodies are there, they just need to be
updated and a lot of TLC. You can find yourself a bargain if you are willing to do some cosmetic
work and do what it takes to bring this classic coach up to pristine condition. This coach will be
sold to the highest bidder without reserve, guarantee or warrantee of any kind. An appointment
is necessary to view the Coach at its Cincinnati location. Model Classic Royale. Professionally
maintained by Cinnabar Engineering. Indoor winter stored. Wireless Air system, new OEM air
bags New frame pads Generator, 2 roof air units, Dash air. Too much to list. Model Eleganza Ii.
Only sense rebuild. Over 65 thousand spend. Runs perfect. Dual ac. Backup camera. Alcoa
rims. Custom seats. Tinted windows. Recipes and invoices to show All work. Cinnabar coach
builders did alot of the work. Call for more details. Cash talks. Model Royale. This Motor Home
is a collectors dream, perfect for a retired couple to see the world, and be members of the
famous GMC Pacific Cruisers club. Has many desirable features such as a 6KW generator and a
3-way fridge propane,12vdc, or vac. Call , for a chance to come and see this baby!! Houston, TX.
El Lago, TX. Tacoma, WA. Great Falls, MT. Sierraville, CA. San Marcos, CA. Bluffton, SC. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. RVs for Sale Gmc. Category - Length - Posted Over 1 Month.
Category - Length 26 Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 3 4 Next. Make GMC Category Beta Class A
ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.
This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We weren't able to find any results within the
criteria you specified, but we did find similar listings for you:. Find used car trade in, resell,
certified pre-owned and retail values of used vehicles based on the condition, mileage and other
factors of the car sale. It's like a new car for the price of a clunker. GMC Year Van. Filters Reset
Done. Year - Buy From Home. Handle all aspects of your vehicle purchase without ever needing
to go into the dealership. Look for the Buy From Home badge when choosing dealerships to
connect with. Price Rating. Transmission Transmission Automatic Manual. Auction Cars.
Collector and Enthusiast Cars. Reset Done. Drag map to chose location. Book Values. Get Book
Value. Get a quote presented by. Powered by. Have a VIN? Great Auto Loan Rates. Not all
decisions will happen immediately. Decision time may vary depending on the lender or dealer
you are matched with. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog.
Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Refine your search.
Automatic Van Suv 3 Sedan 1. Rear 5 4wd 2. Gasoline 89 Diesel 10 Flex Fuel 2. G 11 A Team 4.
Popular Similar Cars. Gmc Vandura For Sale results. Refine search. Rust free body, very nice
chrome Air Conditioning. Google Ads. Equipped with a Small Block V8, automatic transmission,
power steering and power brakes the vehicle goes down the road well Air Conditioning. The van
is in excellent condition we just don't use it anymore and would like to sell it to someone that
could get some use out of it. It has the wheelchair hookups and lift as well as the back door that
gives easy access. This is a Wheelchair gmc van. I have a conversion van has not to bad for its
age runs good and. Low miles, ready to go to work. Anyone looking to use this as personal or
work vehicle should take a second look at this. It has a very clean interior. Cash customers

welcome. Needs some interior cosmetic TLC. The roof used to leak, so the ceiling will need
fixed a little. It's a 78, so for how old it is, it's a great vacationing vehicle! Come see us at Carnes
Auto in Mt. Open 9am-5pm Monday-Friday, and 10am-2pm on Saturday! Air Conditioning. Near
chassis has 36k original miles and ispretty cleaninterior as well.. Last year i swapped in a 5.
And4l60e transmission engine and trans are from a silveradoboth completelyrebuilt to new!
Wheels are 20x9 all the wayaround. Good running van that is equipped for handicap use.
Wheelchair lift, hand break. Passed emissions and inspection but feel there is some brake work
that needs to be done. Custom woodwork done inside. Has mood lighting in the back. Back seat
electrically folds into a bed. Convenience receptacles for inverters etc. Lift good for loading
heavy objects into and out of van. This van would be great for travel. Excellent condition very
well maintained vandura Has some restoration work done. No rust, original ci. Motor with
approx. New paint, new tires, new carpet, new hoses. The van is not currently running and will
need to be towed, it should not be a huge repair. New fuel pump and water pump Windshield is
cracked. Also open am - pm tuesday, may 16, thru wednesday, may 17, Please call or What a
clean camper! The camper conversion was done by glaval vans, known for their high quality
craftmanship and superior design. Everything in this van is in great shape! Only k miles on this
5. Powered by a 6. Comoptions:description:what a clean camper! Over 4k in service records in
the last 20k miles from previous owner including many front end parts, water pump, fuel pump
and so much more! Used GMC Vandura ' Rochelle, IL 3 years autopten. Great Work truck or van.
We have owned this van since and it was rarely used since. The front windshield is in excellent
condition. The paint has some slight scratches. Some dings are visible on this vehicle. The
interior is clean and in good condition. The exterior is clean and in good condition. The engine
is functioning properly and has no issues. This vehicle has no previous collision damage. The
transmission shifts very smoothly. The brakes are in great condition. The cargo box has a side
door as well as the back sliding door. Willing to trade for larger accessible van. More pictures
available upon request wheelchair, wheel, chair, lift van, lift, access van, accessible van, enter
van, handicapped, van, gmc, conversion van, handicapped van. Automatic transmission,
manual steering and brakes. Tires in good condition. Written bids must be postmarked no later
than July 1, The Board of Directors reserves the right to accept or decline any bids. Refer
questions to "tischrc ndak. Jacksonville, NC Ph: Web: Contact Ashley Motors Inc. Altadena, CA
3 years classifiedads. Recent arrival! Family owned and operated for over 15 years. Any type of
credit is welcome!!! Address of lot is s main st slc. Thursday the lot is open from 10am - 2pm
and friday the lot will be open at 10am and the auction will start at 12pm. Engine and trans are
from a silverado Both completely rebuilt to New. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy. Buyers
should take a close look; rust on the roof and other areas may sully the awesome first
impression in these more distant pictures. This rebuilt replaced the original cid V8, and may
have as few as 20, miles on it. These are nice, although they are rather tall and top-heavy. We
sold a couple of 1-ton versionsvery similar to this; both with motors. One owner, a dentist, and
kind of a wealthy hippie type, bought a real bare-bones one then had it built up in a shop in I
believe Spokane. Not practical but cool anyway. It would be a hit at most car cruises and shows
just for the memories. Showed this picture to my kid, I said it probably smells like pot and
patchuli oil. All of mine are amazing. Great reference point for these vans. I had a few. I sold the
he!! Out of them too! The rest of the trip between home and there perhaps not so much with it
having a stiff suspension and little weight. Never liked vans when I was younger. Replacing the
carburetor is the easy part. Have you ever tried to change the plugs on one of these vans? A
real knuckle buster unless you drop the engine to do it. We took on a customization of a bus for
the President of Mexico and many other jobs. At first glance I see times of old with this thing,
then I see the rust through the wall in the second pic! All I can say with any degree of certainty
concerning this vehicle is that the small block has been a great engine for a heck of a lot of
years! And that is it! Some Toyota delivery vans have twin doors which would certainly help on
something like this. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on
the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to
continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Todd
Fitch. More: GMC. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments geomechs Member. Steve A.
Shaggin wagon!!! LOL 7. Where i come from they were known as a Fk Truck! Rob John. And the
fact that it probably gets about 6 MPG on the highway with a stiff tailwind. If this vans a
rockinâ€¦. What the hell is on the inside? A sarcophagus? Hawaiian Time. But, cool van! Go 4
wheelin to the top of a mountain and watch the submarine races! David J. Or, what a cool
camper! Perhaps dropping it a bit would be in order. Yes, and it is clearly mentioned in the
write-up. Recent Finds No Reserve! Superb Continental Mark II. Restored and Parked: Lancia
Scorpion. Small-Block Project: Plymouth Barracuda. Factory Big Block! Frequency: Daily. Get
Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn

Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View
Limit Reached! Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your
patience and continued support. Product K Excellent on headlight covers, taillight lenses, bug
deflectors, instrument covers, View Product Details. Rapidly remove light scratches, swirls, key
scratches, fingernail scratches, and other imperfections. Will eliminate Product The OER Smart
Charger battery charger and maintainer for classic cars and trucks provides high frequency
automatic intelligent charging for 6V or 12V lead-acid, flooded, or sealed maintenance-free AGM
and Gell Cell The OER Smart Charger battery charger and maintainer for classic cars and trucks
provides high frequency automatic intelligent charging for 12V lead-acid, flooded, or sealed
maintenance-free AGM and Gell Cell batteries This reproduction firewall pad fastener is
designed to hold the firewall insulation pad in place on various General Motors models. Each
fastener is manufactured from EPDM rubber replicating the original configuration Product CX
Universal fuel tank sending unit for various GM and other models that require a 90 ohm sender.
Designed for use with OE or aftermarket ohm gauges, each sending unit includes the sender,
float, float rod, hardware, Product PBA. GM style 11" single diaphragm brake booster. This
Delco style brake booster will work on a variety of GM models as listed. Includes the brackets to
bolt directly to the firewall on a wide variety of Chevrolet, Chelating agents counteract hard
water mineral deposits while foam stabilizers provide longer lasting sudsing action than regular
duty shampoos Reproduction control arm bushing for the lower control arm on various GM and
various other models. Manufactured in steel clad rubber to be pressed into place. If your
suspension rattles or makes noises when turning Reproduction of the original style heavy
weight chrome shift knob designed for use on high horsepower performance models.
Manufactured in zinc die-cast and triple chrome plated to a high lusterous shine. Includes
correct Product GT Replacement glass setting tape for various models. This glass tape holds
glass firmly and permanently. Seals against dirt, moisture, and will not stretch out of shape.
Just fold it over the glass edge, insert glass in the Product AL This accelerator rod is for use
when modifications will not allow the use of the original rod between the Reproduction of the
original shouldered lens screw set designed for use on various GM applications. Each screw is
chrome-plated for corrosion resistance for an outstanding appearance. This speed nut set can
be utilized for many of the emblems that don't include attaching nuts. Set includes 8 speed nuts
without Set includes 4 speed nuts without Reproduction of the radiator support to hood seal
clip set designed for Camaro and Firebird models with air conditioning. Each clip is injection
molded to original specifications. Clips are designed to hold the hood Product A Product BK.
Replacement style seat belt buckle self adhesive decal for GM models with deluxe interior.
Designed with OER's exclusive and unique "Starburst" design, each decal comes in a color
scheme that is reminiscent of the Reproduction of the original Casco type cigarette lighter
assembly designed for use on various GM models. Includes the cigarette lighter knob and
element and features the correct screen printed lit cigarette icon on Black phosphate coated
hex head bolts with washer. This product is a favorite among professionals in the industry as
well as automotive connoisseurs who insist on the finest quality. This high sudsing,
biodegradable liquid is concentrated for economy. Mix one cap full with gallons of water for a
daily paint shampoo. Washes away dirt, grease and road grime, and rinses easily pH balanced
formula Product B. Each blade is manufactured in stainless steel and finished in black. Fits the
side lock style connector just like Hood pins are necessary for the attachment of fiberglass or
lift off hoods and may be installed for extra security on factory hoods. Each set uses the two
piece hairpin style pins ideal for installations where a Larger than the standard seatback panel,
these beautifully tooled fiberglass panels wrap around the back of the seat, Product D. Similar
to the reproduction style chrome lug nut, this replacement style nut is cosmetically similar
looking but more economical. Includes a 5 piece set for Product JXL. Make your wheels look
like they just rolled out of the factory with this spray wheel coating. This eliminates the need for
expensive custom paint mixing and greatly simplifies the restoration process by providing
spray-gun Clean, polish, shine, protect and prolong in one easy step. Extremely easy Featuring
authentic vinyl grain texture, positive gripping Bumper bolt with hex nut manufactured in zinc
plated material. Each bolt will replace the rusted or missing original. Fits a variety of Universal
fit pedal rod extension is ideal for firewall mounted brake boosters or under-floor linkage when
you need a longer rod to reach the pedal. Comes zinc plated Product J Featuring a closable lid
and double wall construction to keep your beverage hot or cold for hours. This foam insulator
will keep your 12 oz. Ever wonder where all your pens go? This soft key tag is made of a sturdy
material that is thick yet pliable, and comes with a spiral
1996 honda accord fuse box
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key ring. Includes the words "Original Equipment Reproduction''. Ideal for applications
including This item is produced by the original manufacturer This item is produced by the
original manufacturer. They feature heavy-duty, soft or gentle bristles, depending on the
cleaning job on hand. Handles are made of quality hard Product A. Each stamped steel bracket
Product BL Modernize the lighting equipment on your vehicle with these bright LED light bulb
units. Manufactured to replace common bulbs on any vehicle with 12V capacity. LED bulbs not
only react faster than traditional bulbs, but also Close Notification. Select Year All Years Select
Make All Makes. Select Model All Models. Products Categories All Categories. View As: Grid
Detail. Pint Bottle. Universal Accelerator Throttle Rod. All Categories. Exhaust Exhaust Manifold
Hardware 7. General Information. If you continue to have problems with this form, please
contact us during normal business hours. Facebook YouTube Instagram Twitter.

